
Science: 

Year 2 will focus on a healthy lifestyle. They will be explor-

ing the five food groups along with exercise and under-

standing how they keep our body healthy. Children will 

also be learning about personal hygiene and the im-

portance of it. 

We will also be looking at a            

famous inventor called               

Charles Macintosh which revisiting 

our materials topic. 

Whole Class Text:  

The Baker’s Boy and the Great 

Fire of London. 

Enquiry Question :  

What can we learn from The Great Fire of 

London? 

English: 

In Reading we will be focussing on our comprehension 

skills and we will explore the themes from the book.  We 

will continue looking at the structure of a book and the 

language used to entertain the reader. 

In Writing we will be developing our written skills through 

recounts and non-chronological reports. We will focus on 

the use of emotive language and tenses.  As well as               

making a comparison between formal and informal              

language and the context of this. 

 

Mathematics: 

This term Year 2 will focus on : 

*Addition and subtraction 

We will use a range of resources such a number lines, place value 

mats, concreate objects and will eventually use the column method. 

 

*Money: 

Recognise and use symbols for pounds and making 

different values. 

 

*Multiplication and Division 

We will be making arrays and sharing equally using 

concrete resources and pictorial methods. 

Art/D.T/Music: 

Children will be exploring  

building structures  and how it can be 

made stronger.  In D.T children will be 

designing and making their own bread 

based on market research. Our artist for 

this half term is  

Jan Griffiier. He painted a famous pic-

ture of The Great Fire in  

1675. We will be using 

different medias to create our own. 

R.E./P.S.H.E: 

R.E—At the beginning of this half term, children will be  

learning about being temperate and exercising self disci-

pline . Towards the end of the term, children will be focusing 

on being regardful of suffering. 

P.S.H.E—Children will be thinking of themselves 

and learning from experiences as well has under-

standing that people have needs that they are responsible of. 

History/ Geography:  

When did the Great Fire of London happen?  

What happened during the great fire?  

Why did the Fire spread?  

Where did the fire start and why?  

Who is Samuel Pepys 

P.E.: 

*Every Monday morning: 

 

Dance 

Home Learning: 

*Researching houses made in the 1600s. 

*Using knowledge organisers provided to learn key events and vocabulary. 

*Read information books and use the internet to research Samuel Pepys’ and 

his importance to the Great Fire of London. 

*Explore and compare a range of primary and secondary resources. 


